AM

:   before an 8‐h period of acclimatization to hypoxia

CI

:   confidence interval

HIF

:   hypoxia‐inducible factor

PASP

:   pulmonary artery systolic pressure

PM

:   after an 8‐h period of acclimatization to hypoxia

VAH

:   ventilatory acclimatization to hypoxia

Introduction {#tjp6663-sec-0030}
============

Exposure to hypoxia for periods longer than ∼1 h generates progressive changes in a number of physiological systems. These include changes in respiratory control, which result in the phenomenon of ventilatory acclimatization to hypoxia (Douglas *et al*. [1913](#tjp6663-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Howard & Robbins, [1995](#tjp6663-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} *b*; Powell *et al*. [1998](#tjp6663-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}) and changes in the pulmonary vasculature, which result in the development of pulmonary hypertension (Kronenberg *et al*. [1971](#tjp6663-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}; Dorrington *et al*. [1997](#tjp6663-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}; Dehnert *et al*. [2005](#tjp6663-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). It is well recognized that humans vary markedly in the magnitudes of these responses to sustained hypoxia, but the origins of this variation remain unclear. Related to this but from a clinical perspective, Bärtsch and Swenson concluded in a recent review that 'there are currently no reliable tests to predict susceptibility to high‐altitude illnesses during an ascent' (Bärtsch & Swenson, [2013](#tjp6663-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}).

There are a number of possible approaches, each with its own advantages and limitations, to try to gain insight into the origins of the marked variability in human responses to hypoxia. The approach we have adopted in this study has been to undertake detailed physiological measurements in a large number of volunteers in relation to the ventilatory and pulmonary vascular control systems, and examine how these measurements change before *versus* after a highly standardized exposure to sustained isocapnic hypoxia. The purpose is then to look for relationships between these different measurements. If such relationships are present, then this suggests not only that one or more physiological mechanisms are common to the measurements, but also that the variations within those mechanisms between individuals are sufficiently large to contribute to the overall variability in the responses to sustained hypoxia.

There are two broad scenarios. First, one or more measurements made before exposure to sustained hypoxia could predict the magnitude of change in one or more variables during exposure to hypoxia. Second, the magnitudes of change during sustained hypoxia in two or more variables could be related to one another.

Sources of common variation can be viewed as arising at molecular, cellular and systems levels. An example at the molecular level is that there may be significant variation between individuals in the responsiveness of the hypoxia‐inducible factor (HIF) transcription activation system (Brooks *et al*. [2009](#tjp6663-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}). As this molecular mechanism underlies the progressive responses to sustained hypoxia in a number of systems, it follows that significant variability in this mechanism between individuals is likely to result in correlation between the various systems‐level responses to sustained hypoxia. On the other hand, absence of correlation would suggest that, whatever biochemical variation exists between individuals in the HIF system, it is insufficient to generate significant physiological correlation at the systems level. At a more integrative level, the carotid body is important to ventilatory acclimatization (Smith *et al*. [1986](#tjp6663-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}) and may play some role in modulating the pulmonary vascular response to sustained hypoxia (Levitzky, [1979](#tjp6663-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}; Albert & Swenson, [2014](#tjp6663-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}). Thus, if variations in carotid body function between individuals are physiologically significant, then this will induce correlation between a number of responses to sustained hypoxia.

We studied 80 volunteers, each on an individual basis so that we could both standardize the 8‐h hypoxic stimulus within the alveolar gas and make detailed physiological measurements before, during and after the 8‐h stimulus. We maintained isocapnia throughout the 8‐h hypoxic exposures in order to enable us to observe the effects of sustained hypoxia whilst avoiding confounding influences associated with the changes in acid--base status that take place when hypocapnia is permitted to occur in response to an increase in ventilation. Measurements included the well‐characterized parameters of the chemoreflex control system known to change during such exposure, including the acute ventilatory sensitivities to both hypoxia and hypercapnia, and also the basal level of ventilation present in the absence of hypoxia and hypercapnia (Howard & Robbins, [1995](#tjp6663-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} *a*; Fatemian & Robbins, [1998](#tjp6663-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}; Fatemian *et al*. [2001](#tjp6663-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}). Pulmonary vascular responses have been measured via the established non‐invasive method of Doppler echocardiography (Peacock *et al*. [1990](#tjp6663-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; Balanos *et al*. [2002](#tjp6663-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Croft *et al*. [2013](#tjp6663-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}). We found a striking absence of correlation between the measures of ventilatory acclimatization to hypoxia and changes in the pulmonary vasculature. The study revealed a novel predictor of ventilatory acclimatization: the peripheral chemoreflex sensitivity to CO~2~ against a background of hyperoxia.

Methods {#tjp6663-sec-0040}
=======

Participants {#tjp6663-sec-0050}
------------

Volunteers were required to be non‐smokers between the ages of 18 and 50 years, in good general health, and with no significant cardiovascular or respiratory disease. All potential volunteers were assessed to determine whether they had tricuspid regurgitation detectable by Doppler echocardiography, as needed for the indirect assessment of pulmonary artery pressure. They then underwent preliminary measurements of their air‐breathing end‐tidal $P_{CO_{2}}$ ($P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$) and their ventilatory responses to acute hypoxia and hypercapnia. These measurements helped to familiarize the volunteers with the laboratory environment and equipment, and also gave them an early opportunity to decide not to participate in the study if they felt uncomfortable with any of the procedures. In all, 88 healthy volunteers, male and female, entered the study. The studies in women were not limited to one phase of the menstrual cycle. Of these volunteers, eight did not finish because of adverse reactions to the hypoxic exposure, such as sickness and headache. The study was conducted in accordance with the *Declaration of Helsinki* and had been approved by the Central Oxford Research Ethics Committee. Informed written consent was obtained before any of the preliminary measurements were made or the main experiment was undertaken.

Outline of main experimental protocol {#tjp6663-sec-0060}
-------------------------------------

Measurements were made before (AM) and after (PM) an 8‐h period of acclimatization to hypoxia on a single experimental day.

### Pre‐acclimatization (AM) measurements {#tjp6663-sec-0070}

These measurements were made in the following order: (1) air‐breathing $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$; (2) maximum pressure difference across tricuspid valve (via echocardiography) while breathing air; (3) ventilatory sensitivity to hypoxia; and (4) ventilatory sensitivity to hypercapnia. There was an interval of at least 10 min between finishing the measurement of the ventilatory sensitivity to hypoxia and starting the measurement of the ventilatory sensitivity to hypercapnia.

### Acclimatization period {#tjp6663-sec-0080}

There was an interval of at least 10 min between finishing the AM measurements and starting the process of acclimatization. The process of acclimatization lasted for 8 h, and during this period the participant\'s $P_{{ET}O_{2}}$ was held at 55 Torr and $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ was held at the same level as the air‐breathing value measured in step 1 above. Ventilation and cardiovascular measurements were made at 20 min, 1 h, and then hourly intervals during the 8‐h exposure.

### Post‐acclimatization (PM) measurements {#tjp6663-sec-0090}

After 8 h the participant left the chamber and was allowed to rest (breathing room air) for 30 min. Then the post‐acclimatization (PM) measurements were made, in exactly the same manner as the AM measurements.

Experimental techniques {#tjp6663-sec-0100}
-----------------------

### Measurements of air‐breathing $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ {#tjp6663-sec-0110}

Nasal measurements of air‐breathing $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ were made by capnography whilst the volunteer was sitting quietly (Datex Normocap Oxy; Datex, Helsinki, Finland).

### Echocardiographic measurements of cardiovascular function {#tjp6663-sec-0120}

Pulmonary artery systolic pressure (PASP) was determined using a standard Doppler technique. A Sonos 5500 (Hewlett‐Packard, Boston, MA, USA) or a Vivid‐i (GE Medical Systems, Chalfont St Giles, UK) echocardiography machine was used to estimate the maximum systolic pressure gradient across the tricuspid valve and PASP was calculated using the modified Bernoulli equation and an estimated right atrial pressure of 5 Torr (Smith *et al*. [2008](#tjp6663-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}).

### Measurements of acute ventilatory sensitivities to hypoxia and hypercapnia {#tjp6663-sec-0130}

These measurements were made using the technique of dynamic end‐tidal forcing (Robbins *et al*. [1982](#tjp6663-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}). During this procedure, the volunteer breathed through a mouth‐piece whilst wearing a nose clip. The respired gases were sampled continuously and analysed by mass spectrometry. The end‐tidal values were detected in real time and used to provide feedback to a computer‐controlled gas mixing system. This mixing system was used to generate the inspiratory gas mixtures on a breath‐by‐breath basis to force the end‐tidal gases to follow the appropriate pattern for each protocol. Tidal volumes were measured using a turbine volume‐sensing device.

The ventilatory sensitivity to hypoxia was measured using standard methodology by exposure to a 12‐min square wave variation in $P_{{ET}O_{2}}$ alternating between 1 min of euoxia (100 Torr) and 1 min of hypoxia (50 Torr) while $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ was held constant at ∼2 Torr above the volunteer\'s natural air‐breathing $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ (Ren *et al*. [2000](#tjp6663-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}). There was a 5‐min lead‐in period ($P_{{ET}O_{2}} = 100$ Torr, $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$= air‐breathing $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$+2 Torr) before the start of the square wave in order to allow ventilation to reach a steady level in response to the slight increase in $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$.

The ventilatory sensitivity to hypercapnia was measured using the established technique of exposure to a specifically designed multi‐frequency binary sequence variation in $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ which alternated between 2 and 10 Torr above the volunteer\'s air‐breathing $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ (Pedersen *et al*. [1999](#tjp6663-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}). $P_{{ET}O_{2}}$ was held constant during this sequence at 250 Torr. There was a 5‐min lead‐in period ($P_{{ET}O_{2}}$ = 250 Torr, $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ = air‐breathing $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ +2 Torr) before the start of the sequence to allow any ventilatory response to the raised level of oxygen to reach a steady level.

### Acclimatization to hypoxia {#tjp6663-sec-0140}

The 8‐h acclimatization to hypoxia was undertaken by modifying the composition of the atmosphere in a purpose‐built chamber (Howard *et al*. [1995](#tjp6663-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}). Inside the chamber, the volunteer wore a pulse oximeter probe and nasal cannulae from which the respired gases could be continuously sampled and analysed. At the start of the experiment, the composition of gas in the chamber was set at a level likely to produce the desired $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ and $P_{{ET}O_{2}}$. These values were also entered into the controlling computer. Then, at 5‐min intervals, the controlling computer adjusted the gas composition of the chamber in a manner to minimize the deviation of the measured end‐tidal values from the desired $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ and $P_{{ET}O_{2}}$. Breath‐by‐breath values for inspiratory and end‐tidal gas partial pressures and arterial saturation were recorded by the controlling computer.

Ventilation (exhaled) ${\overset{˙}{V}}_{E}$ was measured 20 min after the start of the exposure, at 1 h, and then at hourly intervals thereafter. During this procedure, the volunteer wore a nose clip and breathed through a mouthpiece connected to a turbine volume‐measuring device.

Data analysis {#tjp6663-sec-0150}
-------------

### Modelling {#tjp6663-sec-0160}

The assessments of ventilatory sensitivity to hypoxia and hypercapnia provided breath‐by‐breath measurements of pulmonary ventilation in response to the variations in $P_{{ET}O_{2}}$ or $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$. To obtain parameters describing peripheral and central chemoreceptor responses from these results, mathematical models of the chemoreflexes were fitted to the data. A simple first‐order model (Clement & Robbins, [1993](#tjp6663-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}; Ren *et al*. [2000](#tjp6663-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}) was used for hypoxic sensitivity, with $G_{pO_{2}}$ the model gain, representing the peripheral chemosensitivity to hypoxia (taken to be the total chemoreflex sensitivity). A two‐compartment first‐order model (Pedersen *et al*. [1999](#tjp6663-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}) was fitted to hypercapnia data with two gain parameters: $G_{{pC}O_{2}}$ representing the peripheral chemosensitivity and $G_{{cC}O_{2}}$ representing the central chemosensitivity to hypercapnia. Total chemosensitivity to hypercapnia was calculated by adding the peripheral and central gains: $G_{{tC}O_{2}} = G_{{pC}O_{2}} + G_{{cC}O_{2}}$

### Statistical analysis {#tjp6663-sec-0170}

All statistical analysis was conducted using the SPSS statistical package. Statistical significance was assumed at *P* \< 0.05. The Shapiro--Wilk (SW) test of normality was applied to the distributions of seven measures of acclimatization and normality taken to be confirmed where SW delivered *P* \> 0.05. For variables showing a modest deviation from normality the *P* values associated with correlations must be regarded as approximate.

Results {#tjp6663-sec-0180}
=======

Thirty‐four males and 46 females took part in the study. Their age range was 19--31 years with an average (mean ± SD) of 22 ± 3 years. Their physical characteristics are listed in Table [1](#tjp6663-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}.

###### 

General characteristics of the volunteers who took part in the study

                                          Male          Female        Combined
  --------------------------------------- ------------- ------------- -------------
  Age (years)                             22 ± 3        22 ± 2        22 ± 3
  Height (cm)                             179 ± 6       166 ± 11      173 ± 11
  Weight (kg)                             73.9 ± 9.7    61.0 ± 7.4    68.4 ± 10.8
  Body surface area (m^2^)                2.16 ± 0.16   1.87 ± 0.16   2.03 ± 0.21
  Air‐breathing $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ (Torr)   39.4 ± 2.2    36.8 ± 2.6    38.3 ± 2.7

Body surface area was calculated using formula by DuBois & DuBois ([1916](#tjp6663-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). Air‐breathing end‐tidal $P_{CO_{2}}$ ($P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$) is the control value measured before the experiment. Values are means ± SD.
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Examples of individual gas control and group physiological responses {#tjp6663-sec-0190}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

### Chamber gas control {#tjp6663-sec-0200}

An example record from an 8‐h period of acclimatization to hypoxia is shown in Fig. [1](#tjp6663-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}. The 5‐min averages for $P_{{ET}O_{2}}$ and $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ remain relatively constant at 55 Torr and at the volunteer\'s initial air‐breathing $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$, in this case 34 Torr, respectively. However, over the 8‐h period the control system has steadily reduced the inspired (chamber) $P_{O_{2}}$ and increased the inspired (chamber) $P_{CO_{2}}$ in order to compensate for the effects of increasing ventilation over this period.

![**Example record for one volunteer of the inspired (open circles) and end‐tidal (filled circles) gas partial pressures averaged every 5 min, during the 8‐h period of acclimatization to hypoxia**\
Note that the end‐tidal values have been maintained relatively constant throughout, but the inspired -- end‐tidal differences progressively narrow over time as ventilation increases with acclimatization.](TJP-594-1197-g001){#tjp6663-fig-0001}

### Ventilation during 8 h of isocapnic hypoxia {#tjp6663-sec-0210}

Figure [2](#tjp6663-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} shows for all 80 volunteers the average ventilation measured in euoxia, and at 20 min, 1 h, and then at hourly intervals during the 8‐h exposure to isocapnic hypoxia. It shows an acute rise in ventilation on initial exposure to hypoxia, followed by a gradual increase known as ventilatory acclimatization to hypoxia (VAH). Note that this increase is occurring despite the maintenance of constant end‐tidal (and hence alveolar) gas composition. The final data point shows ventilation during air‐breathing 20 min after leaving the chamber. Previous studies conducted in the same laboratory under similar conditions have shown no progressive changes in ventilation over 8 h in air‐breathing controls (Howard & Robbins, [1995](#tjp6663-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} *b*).

![**Ventilation (upper panel) and pulmonary artery systolic pressure (PASP) (lower panel) in euoxia (open circles) and during the 8‐h period of acclimatization to hypoxia (filled circles) for all 80 volunteers**\
Means ± SD. Note that all measurements were under eucapnic conditions, at the initial air‐breathing $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$, except the final measurements; these were made during air‐breathing 20 min after leaving the chamber, at which time volunteers tended to be relatively hypocapnic (see Results).](TJP-594-1197-g002){#tjp6663-fig-0002}

### Pulmonary artery systolic pressure during 8 h of isocapnic hypoxia {#tjp6663-sec-0220}

Figure [2](#tjp6663-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} shows for all volunteers PASP measured in euoxia, and at 20 min, 1 h, and then at hourly intervals during the 8‐h period of isocapnic hypoxia. The pattern mimics to some extent that of the ventilation, with an acute rise in the first few minutes followed by a gradual increase constituting the 'acclimatization' of the pulmonary circulation to hypoxia. The final data point shows PASP during air‐breathing 20 min after leaving the chamber. Previous studies conducted in the same laboratory under similar conditions have shown no progressive changes in PASP over 8 h in air‐breathing controls (Balanos *et al*. [2002](#tjp6663-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}).

We use the term 'pulmonary vascular acclimatization' to refer to the gradual increase in pulmonary artery pressure during sustained hypoxia, even though, unlike VAH, it may be clinically unhelpful in the process of an individual becoming accustomed, or acclimatized, to prolonged hypoxia.

### Relationship between ventilatory and pulmonary vascular response to hypoxia at 1 h {#tjp6663-sec-0230}

We examined whether the early rise in PASP at 1 h (PASP (1 h) − PASP (AM)) was correlated with the rise in ventilation at 1 h (${\overset{˙}{V}}_{E}$ (1 h) − ${\overset{˙}{V}}_{E}$ (AM)). No significant correlation was found (*r* = 0.16, *P* = 0.19).

### Ventilatory responses to acute hypoxia and hypercapnia {#tjp6663-sec-0240}

Example records from one volunteer for the ventilatory responses to acute hypoxia and hypercapnia before and after the 8‐h period of acclimatization to isocapnic hypoxia are shown in Fig. [3](#tjp6663-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}. The records for $P_{{ET}O_{2}}$ and $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ show that the dynamic end‐tidal forcing system produced well‐controlled stepwise binary variation in these variables. The effects of both the steps in end‐tidal gases and of acclimatization can be clearly observed in the breath‐by‐breath data. The lines indicate the response of the best fit model to the same stimulation in $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ and $P_{{ET}O_{2}}$ and show that it has been successful in describing the responses observed.

![**Example records from one volunteer of the assessment of acute ventilatory sensitivities to hypoxia (left panels) and hypercapnia (right panels)**\
Upper panels, breath by breath ventilation before (filled circles) and after (open circles) acclimatization. Data are shown as points and model fits as continuous lines. Lower panels illustrate the corresponding gas profiles (shown only for data before acclimatization); note the square wave variation in $P_{{ET}O_{2}}$ (left) and the multi‐frequency binary sequence in $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ (right).](TJP-594-1197-g003){#tjp6663-fig-0003}

### Relationship between the baseline acute ventilatory sensitivity to hypoxia and the pulmonary vascular response to hypoxia at 1 h {#tjp6663-sec-0250}

We examined whether the early rise in PASP at 1 h (PASP (1 h) − PASP (AM)) was correlated with the AM measurement of the acute isocapnic hypoxic ventilatory response, $G_{pO_{2}}$ (AM). No significant correlation was found (*r* = 0.20, *P* = 0.08).

Measures of acclimatization {#tjp6663-sec-0260}
---------------------------

During the 8‐h period of acclimatization to hypoxia, air‐breathing $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ fell from 38.3 ± 2.7 to 36.6 ± 2.6 Torr (mean ± SD, *P* \< 0.001). Mean values for a range of model parameters before and after acclimatization are given in Table [2](#tjp6663-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}. Significant acclimatization effects were observed in many of the parameters, including ventilatory sensitivities to hypoxia and hypercapnia and the sensitivity of PASP to hypoxia.

###### 

Fitted parameters for chemoreflex models and measured pulmonary artery systolic pressure (PASP) before and after exposure to 8 h of hypoxia

                                                       AM             PM             *P* value
  ---------------------------------------------------- -------------- -------------- -----------
  $G_{pO_{2}}$ [(]{.smallcaps}l min^−1^ (%)^−1^)       0.69 ± 0.36    1.24 ± 0.56    \<0.001
  ${\overset{˙}{V}}_{c}$ [(]{.smallcaps}l min^−1^)     10.14 ± 2.74   15.81 ± 4.61   \<0.001
  $\tau_{pO_{2}}$ [(]{.smallcaps}s)                    9.2 ± 6.1      13.4 ± 5.7     \<0.001
  $d_{pO_{2}}$ [(]{.smallcaps}s)                       5.0 ± 2.2      3.9 ± 1.4      \<0.001
  *F*                                                  0.8 ± 0.2      0.8 ± 0.2      0.87
  *R* ~v~/*R* ~w~                                      0.9 ± 1.0      0.9 ± 1.0      0.78
  Chemoreflex responses to hypercapnia                                               
  $G_{{pC}O_{2}}$ [(]{.smallcaps}l min^−1^ Torr^−1^)   0.83 ± 0.37    1.09 ± 0.44    \<0.001
  $G_{{cC}O_{2}}$ [(]{.smallcaps}l min^−1^ Torr^−1^)   1.41 ± 0.44    1.92 ± 0.69    \<0.001
  *B* (Torr)                                           34.1 ± 3.6     31.4 ± 4.4     \<0.001
  $\tau_{{pC}O_{2}}$ [(]{.smallcaps}s)                 19.9 ± 7.1     20.7 ± 7.0     0.48
  $d_{{pC}O_{2}}$ [(]{.smallcaps}s)                    6.1 ± 2.2      6.2 ± 2.7      0.90
  τ~c~ (s)                                             232.7 ± 72.2   234.7 ± 71.3   0.85
  *d* ~c~ (s)                                          11.2 ± 5.2     12.3 ± 4.9     0.12
  *F*                                                  0.9 ± 0.1      0.8 ± 0.1      0.63
  *R* ~v~/*R* ~w~                                      0.4 ± 0.5      0.4 ± 0.6      0.74
  Pulmonary artery systolic pressure, air breathing                                  
  PASP (Torr)                                          24.6 ± 3.3     28.1 ± 3.9     \<0.001
  Pulmonary artery systolic pressure, hypoxia                                        
  PASP (Torr)                                          28.3 ± 4.1     35.3 ± 5.1     \<0.001

Hypoxia: $G_{pO_{2}}$, peripheral chemoreflex sensitivity; ${\overset{˙}{V}}_{c}$, ventilation in the absence of hypoxic stimulus; $\tau_{pO_{2}}$, chemoreflex time constant; $d_{pO_{2}}$, chemoreflex delay. Hypercapnia: $G_{{pC}O_{2}}$, peripheral chemoreflex sensitivity; $G_{{cC}O_{2}}$, central chemoreflex sensitivity; *B* extrapolated value for $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ at which ${\overset{˙}{V}}_{E}$ = 0; $\tau_{{pC}O_{2}}$, peripheral chemoreflex time constant; $d_{{pC}O_{2}}$, peripheral chemoreflex delay; τ~c~, central chemoreflex time constant; *d* ~c~, central chemoreflex delay. For both models: *F*, system gain for noise component; *R* ~v~/*R* ~w~, variance ratio for process and measurement noise. AM and PM indicate measurements taken before and after 8‐h acclimatization period, respectively. For PASP during hypoxia, AM and PM indicate measurements taken 20 min and 8 h after the start of acclimatization, respectively. Values are means ± SD. *P* value was obtained from ANOVA comparing AM and PM data.
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In Fig. [4](#tjp6663-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} we have summarized for all volunteers the distributions as whisker--box plots of seven different measures of acclimatization, six in relation to ventilatory control, and one in relation to PASP.

![**Distributions (as whisker--box plots) for seven measures of acclimatization for all 80 volunteers**\
The difference is taken between measurements made at the end of (8 h), or shortly after (PM), the acclimatization exposure and measurements taken before (AM), or early during (1 h) that exposure, except for *A*, in which the sign is reversed. *A*, $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$, air‐breathing end‐tidal $P_{CO_{2}}$; *B* [,]{.smallcaps} ${\overset{˙}{V}}_{E}$, ventilation; *C*, $G_{pO_{2}}$, peripheral chemoreceptor sensitivity to hypoxia; *D--F*: $G_{{tC}O_{2}}$, $G_{{pC}O_{2}}$ and $G_{{cC}O_{2}}$, total, peripheral and central chemoreceptor sensitivities to hypercapnia, respectively; *G*, PASP, pulmonary artery systolic pressure. Plots show the median, interquartile range (boxes), 95% range (bars) and individual outliers beyond the latter. Shapiro--Wilk tests of normality (suggested by *P* \> 0.05) yielded the following: *A*, *P* \< 0.02; *B*, *P* \> 0.5; *C*, *D* and *F*, *P* \< 0.001; *E*, *P* \> 0.05; *G*, *P* \> 0.05.](TJP-594-1197-g004){#tjp6663-fig-0004}

For ventilation (Fig. [4](#tjp6663-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} *B*) the variable (${\overset{˙}{V}}_{E}$ (8 h) − ${\overset{˙}{V}}_{E}$ (1 h)) was adopted because the acute ventilatory response to isocapnic hypoxia, and a subsequent period of hypoxic ventilatory decline, also in the presence of isocapnic hypoxia (Easton *et al*. [1986](#tjp6663-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}), are completed well within the first hour of exposure. The change in ventilation over the subsequent 7 h can be regarded as a measure of VAH (Howard & Robbins, [1995](#tjp6663-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} *b*). For PASP (Fig. [4](#tjp6663-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} *G*) the variable (PASP (8 h) -- PASP (1 h)) was adopted because the acute pulmonary vascular response to isocapnic hypoxia is completed within approximately 10 min of exposure, and the subsequent onset of an intensification of hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction begins after approximately 40 min of exposure to hypoxia (Talbot *et al*. [2005](#tjp6663-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}). The change in PASP over the final 7 h can be regarded as a measure of pulmonary vascular acclimatization to hypoxia. The confidence interval for all seven measures of acclimatization excludes zero.

Relationship between pulmonary vascular and ventilatory acclimatization {#tjp6663-sec-0270}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Table [3](#tjp6663-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"} shows the correlations between our measure of pulmonary vascular acclimatization and our six measures of ventilatory acclimatization. No measure of ventilatory acclimatization correlated significantly with the change of PASP between 1 and 8 h.

###### 

Correlations between pulmonary vascular acclimatization and different measures of ventilatory acclimatization

                       $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ (AM) −   ${\overset{˙}{V}}_{E}$ [(8 ]{.smallcaps}h) − ${\overset{˙}{V}}_{E}$ [(1 ]{.smallcaps}h)   $G_{pO_{2}}$ (PM) − $G_{pO_{2}}$ (AM)   $G_{{tC}O_{2}}$ (PM) − $G_{{tC}O_{2}}$ (AM)   $G_{{pC}O_{2}}$ (PM) − $G_{{pC}O_{2}}$ (AM)   $G_{{cC}O_{2}}$ (PM) − $G_{{cC}O_{2}}$ (AM)
  ------------------- ------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------
  PASP (8 h) --              *r* = 0.040                                               *r* = 0.035                                                      *r* = 0.052                                *r* = 0.025                                   *r* = 0.031                                   *r* = 0.048
  PASP (1 h) (Torr)          *P* = 0.733                                               *P* = 0.761                                                      *P* = 0.656                                *P* = 0.831                                   *P* = 0.792                                   *P* = 0.678

PASP represents the pulmonary artery systolic pressure. $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ is the air‐breathing end‐tidal $P_{CO_{2}}$ [,]{.smallcaps} ${\overset{˙}{V}}_{E}$ is ventilation, $G_{pO_{2}}$ represents peripheral chemoreceptor sensitivity to hypoxia. $G_{{tC}O_{2}}$, $G_{{pC}O_{2}}$ and $G_{{cC}O_{2}}$, represent total, peripheral and central chemoreceptor sensitivities to hypercapnia, respectively. AM and PM indicate measurements taken before and after acclimatization period. '1 h' and '8 h' indicate measurements taken 1 h and 8 h after the start of acclimatization. Ventilations and chemoreceptor sensitivities are scaled by body surface area. *r* is the correlation coefficient and *P* is its level of significance.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Relationship between different measures of ventilatory acclimatization {#tjp6663-sec-0280}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Table [4](#tjp6663-tbl-0004){ref-type="table-wrap"} shows the correlations between the different measures of ventilatory acclimatization. Several of these correlations are insignificant. However, the most striking finding is that the change in acute ventilatory sensitivity to hypoxia with acclimatization ($G_{pO_{2}}$) correlates either significantly, or almost significantly, with every other measure of VAH. This finding is consistent with the notion that changes in the acute ventilatory sensitivity to hypoxia may be driving the other ventilatory measures of acclimatization.

###### 

Correlations between alternative measures of ventilatory acclimatization

                                                                                                               $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ (AM) −   ${\overset{˙}{V}}_{E}$ [(8 ]{.smallcaps}h) −${\overset{˙}{V}}_{E}$ [(1 ]{.smallcaps}h)   $G_{{tC}O_{2}}$ (PM) − $G_{{tC}O_{2}}$ (AM)   $G_{{pC}O_{2}}$ (PM) − $G_{{pC}O_{2}}$ (AM)   $G_{{cC}O_{2}}$ (PM) −$G_{{cC}O_{2}}$ (AM)
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------
  $G_{pO_{2}}$ (PM) − $G_{pO_{2}}$ (AM) (l min^−1^ (%)^−1^ m^−2^)                                                    *r* = 0.258                                              *r* = 0.213                                                         *r* = 0.353                                   *r* = 0.220                                  *r* = 0.320
                                                                                                                    *P* = 0.021\*                                             *P = *0.058                                                        *P* = 0.001\*                                 *P* = 0.050\*                                *P* = 0.004\*
  $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ (AM) − $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ (PM) (Torr)                                                                   ---                                                  *r = *0.157                                                         *r* = 0.004                                   *r* = 0.097                                  *r* = 0.058
                                                                                                                         ---                                                  *P* = 0.164                                                         *P* = 0.974                                   *P = *0.392                                  *P* = 0.608
  ${\overset{˙}{V}}_{E}$ [(8 ]{.smallcaps}h) − ${\overset{˙}{V}}_{E}$ [(1 ]{.smallcaps}h) (l min^−1^ m^−2^)              ---                                                      ---                                                             *r* = 0.037                                   *r* = 0.161                                  *r = *0.144
                                                                                                                         ---                                                      ---                                                             *P* = 0.746                                   *P* = 0.154                                  *P* = 0.203

Variables are as defined in Table [3](#tjp6663-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}. *r* is the correlation coefficient and *P* is its level of significance. \*indicates statistically significant value.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Relationship between ventilatory and pulmonary vascular sensitivities to hypoxia before and after acclimatization {#tjp6663-sec-0290}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We separately examined the relationship between ventilatory and pulmonary vascular sensitivities to hypoxia before and after acclimatization. This analysis is shown in Fig. [5](#tjp6663-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}. The first four plots in this figure show the PM measures of the four parameters of chemoreflex sensitivity, $G_{pO_{2}}$, $G_{{tC}O_{2}}$, $G_{{pC}O_{2}}$ and $G_{{cC}O_{2}}$, plotted against their AM values (Fig. [5](#tjp6663-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} *A--D*). Each shows a significant correlation between the PM and AM values, a slope significantly greater than unity, and an intercept that does not deviate significantly from the origin. These results indicate that the magnitude of change in chemoreflex sensitivity with acclimatization tends to be proportional to the initial value of the parameter.

![**Relationships between values before and after acclimatization for the acute ventilatory sensitivities to hypoxia and hypercapnia and for the sensitivity of the pulmonary arterial systolic pressure (PASP) to hypoxia**\
Dots represent data from each of the 80 volunteers, the continuous lines represent the reduced major axis regression, and the dashed lines are lines of identity. *A*: $G_{pO_{2}}$, peripheral chemoreceptor sensitivity to hypoxia, *r* = 0.66 (*P* \< 0.001), slope *m* = 1.6 (confidence interval (CI) 1.3--1.9), intercept *C* = 0.07 (CI −0.03 to 0.17); *B*: $G_{{tC}O_{2}}$, total chemoreceptor sensitivity to hypercapnia, *r* = 0.63 (*P* \< 0.001), *m* = 1.4 (CI 1.1--1.7), *C* = −0.1 (CI −0.4 to 0.2); *C*: $G_{{pC}O_{2}}$, peripheral chemoreceptor sensitivity to hypercapnia, *r* = 0.69 (*P* \< 0.001), *m* = 1.2 (CI 1.0--1.4), *C* = 0.06 (CI −0.02 to 0.14); *D*: $G_{{cC}O_{2}}$, central chemoreceptor sensitivity to hypercapnia, *r* = 0.54 (*P* \< 0.001), *m* = 1.5 (CI 1.2--1.7), *C* = −0.1 (CI −0.3 to 0.1); *E*: pulmonary vascular sensitivity before and after acclimatization, *r* = 0.27 (*P* \< 0.02), *m* = 1.1 (CI 0.9--1.3), *C* = 3.0 (CI 1.7--4.3).](TJP-594-1197-g005){#tjp6663-fig-0005}

For PASP the equivalent analysis leads to a different conclusion. This analysis is shown in Fig. [5](#tjp6663-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} *E*. Here a measure of the acute sensitivity of PASP to hypoxia is taken as the difference between PASP at 8 h in the hypoxic chamber environment and PASP measured during air‐breathing shortly thereafter: (PASP (8 h) -- PASP (PM)). The equivalent sensitivity before acclimatization is taken as the difference between PASP at 20 min in the hypoxic chamber environment and PASP measured during air‐breathing shortly before entering the chamber: (PASP (20 min) -- PASP (AM)). Here the correlation is significant, with a slope not significantly different from unity, and an intercept significantly away from the origin. This result indicates that the magnitude of the change in sensitivity of PASP to acute hypoxia with acclimatization is independent of the initial sensitivity before acclimatization.

Predictors of the degree of acclimatization {#tjp6663-sec-0300}
-------------------------------------------

In accord with the ventilatory findings in the previous section, we examined the correlations between all four AM measures of ventilatory sensitivity and all six PM‐minus‐AM measures of ventilatory acclimatization, to look for an acute measure of ventilatory sensitivity that could predict the acclimatization response. Two significant predictions were found. These are shown in Fig. [6](#tjp6663-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}. The acute peripheral chemoreflex sensitivity to CO~2~ under hyperoxic conditions ($G_{{pC}O_{2}}$ (AM)) predicts both the rise in ventilation over the acclimatization period (Fig. [6](#tjp6663-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} *A*) and the rise in peripheral chemoreflex sensitivity to hypoxia (Fig. [6](#tjp6663-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} *B*). We noted a correlation between $G_{{pC}O_{2}}$ (AM) and $G_{pO_{2}}$ (AM) with *r* = 0.47 (*P* \< 0.0001). Nevertheless, it remains the case that, despite this correlation, $G_{{pC}O_{2}}$ (AM) but not $G_{pO_{2}}$ (AM) predicted the rise in ventilation during acclimatization.

![**Predictions of ventilatory acclimatization from acute pre‐acclimatization ventilatory sensitivity to hypercapnia (** $\mathbf{G}_{{\mathbf{p},\mathbf{C}}\mathbf{O}_{2}}$ **(AM))**\
*A*: the increase in ventilation during 8 h of isocapnic hypoxia (${\overset{˙}{V}}_{E}$ (8 h) − ${\overset{˙}{V}}_{E}$ (1 h)); *r* = 0.26, *P* = 0.02, *m* = 14.3 (CI 11.1--17.4), *C* = −2.2 (CI −3.6 to −0.8). *B*: the increase in the acute ventilatory sensitivity to hypoxia during 8 h of isocapnic hypoxia ($G_{pO_{2}}$ (PM) − $G_{pO_{2}}$ (AM)); *r* = 0.24, *P* = 0.04, *m* = 1.2 (CI 0.9--1.4), *C* = −0.2 (CI −0.3 to −0.1). For each graph *r* is the correlation coefficient and *P* is its level of significance, *m* is the slope, *C* is the intercept, CI refers to confidence interval. Lines show the reduced major axis regression.](TJP-594-1197-g006){#tjp6663-fig-0006}

Acclimatization response according to sex {#tjp6663-sec-0310}
-----------------------------------------

Differences between AM and PM measurements of air‐breathing $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$, all ventilatory parameters and PASP were analysed for sex differences. A significant difference between males and females was revealed only for PASP (8 h) -- PASP (20 min); this was taken as a measure of the complete acclimatization response following the brief early (20‐min) exposure to hypoxia in the chamber (5.99 ± 0.59 Torr (mean ± SEM) for males *vs*. 8.33 ± 0.85 Torr for females, *P* \< 0.05). The result suggests a difference according to sex in the pulmonary vascular acclimatization to hypoxia but not in the ventilatory acclimatization.

Discussion {#tjp6663-sec-0320}
==========

This study focused on both the within‐ and between‐subject variability of the responses to early acclimatization to hypoxia. No relationship was found between the magnitude of early VAH and early pulmonary vascular acclimatization to hypoxia. A second result was that, during VAH, the absolute increments in the acute ventilatory sensitivities to hypoxia and hypercapnia depend upon their initial values prior to hypoxic exposure. Third, the magnitude of the peripheral chemoreflex sensitivity to hyperoxic hypercapnia ($G_{{pC}O_{2}}$) predicts the magnitude of the increase in chemoreflex sensitivity to hypoxia ($G_{pO_{2}}$) over the sustained hypoxic exposure, and, in turn, this increase in peripheral chemoreflex sensitivity to hypoxia correlates with the magnitude of most other indices of VAH.

Hypotheses for acclimatization involving respiratory alkalosis and the HIF system {#tjp6663-sec-0330}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For much of the 20th century, the predominant theories seeking to explain VAH involved the sensing of slow acid--base changes consequent on the initial respiratory alkalosis triggered by the exposure to hypoxia. However, a significant obstacle to these theories arose in the 1980s and 1990s, when it was shown in goats and humans, respectively, that prevention of the initial respiratory alkalosis on exposure to hypoxia did not abrogate VAH (Bisgard *et al*. [1986](#tjp6663-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Howard & Robbins, [1995](#tjp6663-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} *b*). During the 1990s, in a separate line of enquiry into the regulation of erythropoietin by hypoxia, hypoxia‐inducible factor (HIF) was identified as a transcription activation factor (Semenza & Wang, [1992](#tjp6663-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}), and this was subsequently shown to be expressed in a wide variety of mammalian cell lines (Maxwell *et al*. [1993](#tjp6663-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}). The discovery of HIF thus provided an alternative potential explanation for VAH, and indeed other slow responses to hypoxia. More direct evidence that HIF was involved in VAH came from a study of mice that were heterozygous for a functional HIF‐1 allele in which these animals failed to undergo VAH when exposed to chronic hypoxia (Kline *et al*. [2002](#tjp6663-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}). Similarly, the pulmonary vasculature of these animals failed to respond normally to chronic hypoxia (Yu *et al*. [1999](#tjp6663-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}; Shimoda *et al*. [2001](#tjp6663-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). In humans, the demonstration that Chuvash polycythaemia was due to germline homozygosity for a hypomorphic allele of the von Hippel--Lindau gene, and that this impaired the degradation of HIF (Ang *et al*. [2002](#tjp6663-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}), provided a means to examine whether increased activation of HIF under conditions of normal oxygen tension produced phenotypic changes similar to those associated with acclimatization to hypoxia. The Chuvash phenotype was found to be very similar to that of an acclimatized human, with erythrocytosis, hyperventilation and hypocapnia, elevated pulmonary artery pressure and an increased sensitivity of both ventilation and the pulmonary vasculature to acute hypoxia (Smith *et al*. [2006](#tjp6663-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}).

The above results suggest that the HIF system may play a long‐term role in the calibration of the ventilatory and pulmonary vascular responses to acute hypoxia. It is thus a likely candidate mechanism to generate the amplification of the ventilatory and pulmonary vascular responses to acute hypoxia following sustained hypoxic exposure observed in the current study. Thus, if there were significant biological variation in the HIF system between humans, then it might be predicted that some of the variability in acclimatization responses in the present study could relate to this, and thus potentially be common to both the ventilatory and pulmonary vascular responses. For example, genetic variants within the HIF system (PHD2, HIF2α) have already been identified as functionally highly significant for haemoglobin concentration in the Tibetan population (Beall *et al*. [2010](#tjp6663-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Simonson *et al*. [2010](#tjp6663-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}; Yi *et al*. [2010](#tjp6663-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}). The present study found no relationship between the magnitude of the changes in VAH and in the pulmonary vasculature. Thus it would appear either that the underlying sources of variation between individuals are outside of the HIF system, or else that different aspects of variation within the HIF system are important to VAH and the pulmonary vascular response to sustained hypoxia.

The role of the carotid body in ventilatory acclimatization to hypoxia {#tjp6663-sec-0340}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

A positive finding of this study was the discovery of a predictor for the magnitude of early VAH, namely the gain term of the fast component of the ventilatory response to hypercapnia. Through work in both experimental animals (DeGoede *et al*. [1985](#tjp6663-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}) and in chemodenervated humans (Fatemian *et al*. [2003](#tjp6663-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}), this rapid component of the ventilatory response to hypercapnia has been closely associated with the sensitivity of the carotid body chemoreflex to hypercapnia. Thus, this parameter may be seen as one measure of the strength of the carotid body chemoreflex within a particular individual, although another potential measure, the ventilatory sensitivity to acute hypoxia, did not predict the magnitude of VAH. That a parameter associated with carotid chemoreflex function predicts the magnitude of VAH fits well with previous studies demonstrating the importance of the carotid body in early VAH. These findings include demonstrations that carotid body‐denervated animals do not undergo normal VAH (Forster *et al*. [1976](#tjp6663-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; Lahiri *et al*. [1981](#tjp6663-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}), that hypoxia confined to just the carotid body is sufficient to induce early VAH (Busch *et al*. [1985](#tjp6663-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}) and that CNS hypoxia in the absence of carotid body hypoxia does not induce early VAH (Weizhen *et al*. [1992](#tjp6663-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}).

Our study found that, in general, different measures of early VAH, for example the rise in ventilation during hours 1--8 of hypoxia, the reduction in air‐breathing $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ after the 8‐h exposure to hypoxia, and the increments in ventilatory sensitivity to CO~2~ ($G_{{tC}O_{2}}$ and its components $G_{{pC}O_{2}}$ and $G_{{cC}O_{2}}$) did not correlate one with another. The clear exception to this was the increase in the acute ventilatory sensitivity to hypoxia ($G_{pO_{2}}$), which correlated either significantly, or almost significantly (*P* \< 0.06), with all the above measures. This pattern of correlation suggests a causal role for the increase in the acute ventilatory sensitivity to hypoxia over the 8‐h period in generating the other indices of VAH. Again, this is consistent with previous literature documenting the importance of the carotid body for early VAH cited in the preceding paragraph.

Possible mechanisms of pulmonary vascular acclimatization to hypoxia {#tjp6663-sec-0350}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction has long been regarded as an intrinsic property of the pulmonary vasculature because the response can be demonstrated in isolated vessels *in vitro* (Sylvester *et al*. [2012](#tjp6663-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}). However, it is unknown whether isolated pulmonary vessels would show an intensification of their vasoconstriction over several hours of hypoxia because such *in vitro* experiments have been of insufficient duration for this question to be carefully addressed.

The lung vasculature is supplied with autonomic innervation that potentially makes possible the modulation of hypoxic constriction by autonomic efferents (Hebb, [1966](#tjp6663-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}; Downing & Lee, [1980](#tjp6663-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}). The work of Levitsky showed that systemic arterial hypoxaemia is associated with a chemoreflex‐mediated dilatation of the pulmonary vasculature, for which there is evidence of both a parasympathetic and a sympathetic origin (Levitzky *et al*. [1978](#tjp6663-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}; Chapleau *et al*. [1988](#tjp6663-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Wilson & Levitsky, [1989](#tjp6663-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}; Brimioulle *et al*. [1997](#tjp6663-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}). Other studies, also in dogs, have found the opposite response (Daly & Daly, [1959](#tjp6663-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}), or attributed changes in hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction in systemic hypoxaemia primarily to changes in lung blood flow or mixed venous $P_{O_{2}}$ rather than autonomic supply (Lodato *et al*. [1988](#tjp6663-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}; Pellett *et al*. [1997](#tjp6663-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}). Furthermore, it has been suggested that the innervation of the lung is not limited to the classical sympathetic and parasympathetic pathways and that sensory innervation is capable of generating peripheral terminal release of a wide range of transmitter substances that may influence vascular tone (Kummer, [2011](#tjp6663-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}). This may be a reason for some of the differences observed between studies that use pharmacological modulation of the sympathetic and parasympathetic mechanisms and those that interrupt afferent and efferent signalling using ablation or nerve sectioning (Naeije *et al*. [1989](#tjp6663-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Swenson, [2013](#tjp6663-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}; Maggiorini *et al*. [2014](#tjp6663-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}).

One important factor that may determine the involvement of the autonomic nervous system in the pulmonary vascular response to hypoxia is the degree and duration of hypoxia. In the present study this was exactly matched to that in a previous study of the role of the autonomic nervous system in human pulmonary vascular acclimatization (Liu *et al*. [2007](#tjp6663-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}). In that study autonomic blockade using the agent trimetaphan failed to abrogate the increase in basal tone and sensitivity to hypoxia induced by acclimatization with 8 h of hypoxia, suggesting that altered autonomic activity does not underlie the acclimatization observed in pulmonary vascular tone (or indeed ventilation).

Changes in cardiac output with acute and prolonged hypoxia would be expected to change PASP to some degree. Were the pulmonary vascular resistance to remain constant, and pulmonary venous outflow pressure to be low, then the increase in PASP would be proportionate to cardiac output. However, the pulmonary circulation dilates with increases in flow, and so this simple relationship does not apply (Groves *et al*. [1987](#tjp6663-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}; Naeije, [2004](#tjp6663-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}). Two previous studies have examined this in detail during a similar level of hypoxia ($P_{{ET}O_{2}}$ = 50 Torr) and identical conditions to those used here. In a catheter‐based study, pulmonary artery wedge pressure did not change during 8 h of hypoxia and PASP changed little after 2 h of hypoxia in the face of a gradually increasing cardiac output (Dorrington *et al*. [1997](#tjp6663-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}). In a Doppler echocardiography‐based study we examined the extent to which the rise in cardiac output during 8 h of hypoxia contributed to the rise in PASP (Balanos *et al*. [2005](#tjp6663-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}). In that study, the prolonged hypoxia was associated with a rise in cardiac output of ∼1 l min^−1^; the change in PASP associated with this rise in cardiac output alone, in both euoxia and hypoxia, was 0.6 Torr l^−1^ min^−1^ (Balanos *et al*. [2005](#tjp6663-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}). A quantitative assessment of the size of this effect in both prolonged and acute hypoxic exposures suggests that only 5--15% of the total change in PASP may be attributed to the rise in cardiac output that is concurrent with the period of hypoxia (Balanos *et al*. [2005](#tjp6663-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Croft *et al*. [2013](#tjp6663-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}).

Differences between the ventilatory and pulmonary vascular acclimatization to hypoxia {#tjp6663-sec-0360}
=====================================================================================

For each of the parameters describing a ventilatory sensitivity to hypoxia or hypercapnia (after normalization to body surface area), a comparison between the values after, *versus* before, the 8‐h hypoxic exposure revealed that effects of the exposure on the parameter were proportionate to the pre‐exposure parameter value. Therefore, for the measures of VAH based on increments in ventilatory sensitivities to hypoxia or hypercapnia a further source of variation relates to the pre‐exposure value for the parameter, with larger parameter values predisposing towards larger absolute increases with acclimatization. No such correlation was observed for systolic pulmonary arterial pressures after, *versus* before, the 8‐h hypoxic exposure; the increment in pressure was independent of the starting value.

A feature of our comparison of the ventilatory and the pulmonary vascular acclimatization to hypoxia is the finding that the two physiological processes show no correlation. Perhaps in keeping with this a recent study at high altitude found no correlation between the eucapnic hypoxic ventilatory response measured at sea level and the elevation in PASP measured at an altitude of 5050 m (Hoiland *et al*. [2014](#tjp6663-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}).

This contrasts with some evidence that acute ventilatory and pulmonary vascular responses to hypoxia in humans may show an inverse relationship (Albert & Swenson, [2014](#tjp6663-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}), and the possibility that susceptibility to high altitude pulmonary oedema (with its associated pulmonary hypertension) may be associated with a diminished ventilatory response to hypoxia (Hohenhaus *et al*. [1995](#tjp6663-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}). These findings raise the possibility that experiments conducted with isocapnic hypoxia might yield different outcomes from exposures to hypoxia in which the $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ is permitted to decrease in response to the elevation in ventilation, namely poikilocapnic exposures.

Applicability of results from eucapnic experiments to poikilocapnic exposures to hypoxia {#tjp6663-sec-0370}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The experiments reported here involve exposures to constant alveolar hypoxia at a constant alveolar carbon dioxide. During exposure to a constant low level of inspired oxygen, as experienced for example at a fixed level of high altitude in stable atmospheric conditions, both the degree of alveolar hypoxia and the degree of alveolar hypocapnia vary as VAH develops. It is therefore of practical clinical interest to consider whether the findings obtained in the present study may also apply 'on the mountain'.

Previous experiments from our laboratory have explored changes in $G_{pO_{2}}$ and $G_{{pC}O_{2}}$ in both poikilocapnia and eucapnia in settings identical to those used in the experiments reported here. [Howard & Robbins (1995*a*)](#tjp6663-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} found no significant difference between poikilocapnia and eucapnia in the change in $G_{pO_{2}}$ arising during 8 h of hypoxia at the same $P_{{ET}O_{2}}$ used in the present study (55 Torr). A later study (Fatemian & Robbins, [2001](#tjp6663-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}) found no significant difference between poikilocapnia and eucapnia in the change in $G_{{pC}O_{2}}$ arising during 8 h of hypoxia at the same $P_{{ET}O_{2}}$. These suggest that the findings from the present study relating to these acute ventilatory sensitivities would be similar in poikilocapnic exposures. Whether the same would apply to the acute pulmonary vascular sensitivity to hypoxia remains untested.

Acclimatization to hypoxia of the central chemoreflex response to hypercapnia {#tjp6663-sec-0380}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Other novel findings of this study relating to VAH include the demonstration that the slow component of the chemoreflex response to hypercapnia increased following 8 h of hypoxia. Such a possibility was suggested following a similar study on a much smaller number of subjects (Fatemian & Robbins, [2001](#tjp6663-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}), but that earlier study did not have the statistical power to demonstrate the result significantly. A related finding has been that 'parameter *B*', the extrapolated value for $P_{{ETC}O_{2}}$ at which ventilation is equal to zero, fell following 8 h of hypoxia. This was not found in earlier, smaller scale studies of the response to CO~2~ after 8 h of hypoxia (Fatemian & Robbins, [1998](#tjp6663-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [2001](#tjp6663-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}), possibly because of inadequate power in these studies.

Sex difference in pulmonary vascular acclimatization to hypoxia {#tjp6663-sec-0390}
---------------------------------------------------------------

A striking result of this study in relation to the pulmonary vascular response to 8 h of hypoxia was the observation that there was a difference between the sexes, with females exhibiting a greater response to the sustained hypoxia than males. It is notable that this was observed despite not limiting the study of females to one phase of the menstrual cycle. There are, of course, many factors that could underlie the sex difference in response. However, it is worthy of note that values for serum ferritin and transferrin saturation are lower in women than in men (Koziol *et al*. [2001](#tjp6663-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}), and that iron availability is an important factor in the rate of degradation of HIF (Wang & Semenza, [1993](#tjp6663-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}). In relation to this, a number of studies have now demonstrated both that iron chelation can increase PASP (Balanos *et al*. [2002](#tjp6663-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}) and that iron administration can substantially reduce the pulmonary vascular response to sustained hypoxia (Smith *et al*. [2008](#tjp6663-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [2009](#tjp6663-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}).

Limitations in power and scope of the study {#tjp6663-sec-0400}
-------------------------------------------

The recruitment of 46 females in a total of 80 volunteers to the study without regard to the phase of the menstrual cycle in which they were studied may have reduced the power of our study to detect correlations between measures of ventilatory and pulmonary vascular responses to hypoxia. This is because both chemoreflex responses and pulmonary vascular responses to hypoxia are known to vary through the menstrual cycle and may differ between the sexes (Dempsey *et al*. [1986](#tjp6663-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}; Dutton *et al*. [1989](#tjp6663-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; Lahm *et al*. [2007](#tjp6663-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}), and variability amongst females may have been greater in this study than if they had been investigated in only one phase of the menstrual cycle. The results from the 34 males within the study were analysed separately, and no markedly different conclusions were reached compared with those from the whole data set, although, as previously noted, there was a substantial difference between the sexes in the pulmonary vascular acclimatization to hypoxia.

Finally, it should be emphasized that this study has been concerned with effects that occur early in the acclimatization response to hypoxia. Longer durations of hypoxia will elicit further effects. For example, longer durations of hypoxia may involve modulation of the carotid chemoreflex within the CNS (Dwinell & Powell, [1999](#tjp6663-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}), and compensatory effects in response to the initial respiratory alkalosis may become significant (Cruz *et al*. [1980](#tjp6663-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}).
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